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The Lufthansa Aviation Training Headquarters is located near Munich Airport.

Zeppelinstrasse 1
House North, ground floor
85399 Hallbergmoos
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By Train    ➤  6
You can take a taxi to the Lufthansa Aviation Training Headquarters which is located on Zeppelinstrasse 1.

Alternatively, consult the bus and general timetables of Munich Airport at: mvv-muenchen.de
If you are coming from Munich on the A92 highway, take the St2584 road at the junction, then turn into road B301 and, at the traffic circle in the Spöckwiesen industrial zone, take the exit into Ludwigstrasse and finally turn right into Zeppelinstrasse.
The S8 suburban trains connect Munich Central Station to Hallbergmoos. From there you can reach the Lufthansa Aviation Training Headquarters by Bus 698. Exact departure times are found online at: mvv-muenchen.de
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